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The Moon is very far from Earth. Yet, scientists have been able to get satellites, shuttles, and other spacecraft into space and a few manned spacecraft to land on the Moon. "How Does a Spacecraft Reach the Moon?" reveals the science behind propulsion and the energy it takes to get large craft into space. Colorful photographs and illustrations, complemented by real-world examples, will ignite young readers' interest in space and the vehicles humans use to visit there.

The temperature is perfect. The surface on the half-pipe is smooth. There’s a nice breeze at your back. You’re thinking this is going to be a really cool run on your skateboard. As you zip along the ramps, you notice a big full Moon starting to rise above the skate park’s lights. You have a quick thought about how much fun it would be to skateboard to the Moon. But skateboards have nothing to do with the Moon, do they?
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White Space is Not Your Enemy: A Beginner's Guide to Communicating Visually through Graphic, Web and Multimedia DesignFocal Press, 2010

	Designing a brochure or web site without an art background? Step away from the computer and read this breezy introduction to visual communications first. Written for non-designers, White Space is Not Your Enemy is a practical graphic design and layout text introducing the concepts and practices necessary for producing effective visual...
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FileMaker Pro 9 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"Ray Cologon's contributions to the FileMaker developer community are unsurpassed. When Ray says something, we are all well advised to pay close attention."
    — Steven H. Blackwell, FileMaker Pro expert, developer, and author
    Before starting a FileMaker Pro development project, get this book    
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Windows 7 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This comprehensive reference by a Microsoft expert covers all aspects of the new Windows release
    The much-anticipated release of Windows 7 will have numerous changes, and you'll need a complete guide to take full advantage of all it has to offer. Windows 7 Bible covers navigation changes such as pinning to the task...
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Architects and Architecture of LondonArchitectural Press, 2008
A lively and colourful guide to the architecture of London and the people that made it     

       The guide explains why London is the way it is. It helps you link the historical and contemporary into a single pattern of significant places, spaces and buildings. It highlights old and new as a lively and vibrant pattern of on-going...
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Power Electronics Handbook (Academic Press Series in Engineering)Academic Press, 2001
The purpose of Power Electronics Handbook is to provide a reference that is both concise and useful for engineering students and practicing professionals. It is designed to cover a wide range of topics that make up the field of power electronics in a well-organized and highly informative manner. The Handbook is a careful blend of both traditional...
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Securing  Intellectual Property: Protecting Trade Secrets and Other Information Assets (Information Security)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Most employeers are astounded at how easily and quickly their proprietary information can get out of their control. In a large number of cases, theft of trade secrets often involves employees leaving a company to start their own business or work for a direct competitor.



Nearly all books that address the topic of trade secrets have...
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